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Who We Are

Bruce Chalmer, Ph.D.

 Psychologist in private practice for over 25 

years, now working mostly with couples

Judy Alexander, MAED

 Educator, head of education programs for 

over 20 years at Temple Sinai, Reform Jewish 

congregation in South Burlington, VT (not 

representing them here)



• Paper

• Audiobook

• Kindle

brucechalmer.com/books

https://brucechalmer.com/books
https://brucechalmer.com/books


Bruce and Judy’s 

Podcast

Available wherever you get your podcasts, or at 

brucechalmer.com/podcast

https://brucechalmer.com/podcast
https://brucechalmer.com/podcast


Why are we 

doing this as a 

couple?

And besides…

it’s fun for us (and we hope for you too)!

Bruce Judy

Therapist Educator

Cis-gendered male Cis-gendered female

Nerd Non-nerd



Introduction:

What is this 

Course About?



What this 

course doesn’t

offer

 A new set of methodologies or techniques

 A new therapeutic school, complete with 

TLA*

 *Three-Letter Acronym



What this 

course does

offer

 A way of understanding relationships in 

general and therapy in particular

 A pathway to making more effective use 

of your already-favorite methods (with 

some exceptions)

 A way to approach your own life, work, 

and relationships with hope, meaning, 

and integrity



Some of my 

own 

theoretical 

influences

 Psychodynamic therapy

 Narrative therapy

 Reflecting team practice

 Cognitive Behavioral Therapy

 Solution-focused and solution-oriented therapies

 EMDR and hypnotherapy

 Bowen Family Systems

 Internal Family Systems

 And a hat tip to:

 Harriet Goldhor Lerner

 John & Julie Gottman

 Esther Perel

 David Schnarch



The Seven Words

The seven 

words:

The origin story

The seven 

words

A long time ago, in a consultation group far, far 

away…

Be kind,

don’t panic,

and have faith.



Overview: How the 

Three Parts Fit Together

 Be Kind

 Not just be friendly, but recognize kinship

 Fosters the assumption of good will

 Facilitates the “two golden gifts” of stability and intimacy

 You can’t be kind if you’re in a panic—hence:



Overview: How the

Three Parts Fit Together
(continued)

 Don’t Panic

 Panic is a necessary survival function

 But too much panic renders stability and intimacy impossible

 Unhealed trauma is a major cause of panic in a relationship

 The essential skill for relationships is to tolerate anxiety without

dissolving into panic

 But how do you not panic?



Overview: How the

Three Parts Fit Together
(continued)

 And Have Faith

 Faith is when you accept that reality is right to be what it is

 Not identical to religious faith, but not inconsistent with it either (with some

important exceptions)

 Faith is the antidote to panic



ֲעֵביד  ְבָרְך ָלא תַּ ֲעָלְך ְסֵני ְלחַּ תֹוָרהׇזֹו ִהיא ּכ—דַּ ְך  , ּכּוָלּהל הַּ ְוִאידַּ
ּה הּוא .ִזיל ְגמֹור, ֵפירּושַּ

Hillel: “What is hateful to you, don’t do to 
another. That is the whole Torah—the rest 
is commentary. Go and learn.”

To paraphrase: Be kind, don’t panic, 
and have faith. That’s what you need to 
know about relationships—the rest is 
commentary. Go and learn.

Our presentation will be in four parts:

 Be Kind

 Don’t Panic

 And Have Faith

 Go and Learn

Hillel (Talmud 

Shabbat 31a)



Our example 

couples

 Realistic, but not real

 Based on actual situations I (Bruce) have 

encountered in my practice multiple times

 Composites of actual people, with 

identifying details changed



Our example couples

(continued)
 Based on my (Bruce’s) practice experience in Vermont;

therefore, our example couples are:

 Cis-gendered heterosexual couples…

 whose agreement is monogamy…

 who are probably white…

 who are probably from Christian backgrounds (whether or not
they practice any religion actively)

 I’ve worked with many people who don’t fit those categories, but 
I’m leery of claims of general applicability, which tend to perpetuate 
dominant narratives

 These ideas are more generally applicable, with appropriate 
changes—and the details matter!

 Make these ideas your own!



Be Kind

Part I



Deirdre and Patrick, 

first session video



 Kindness isn’t just about being nice to people; in our 

close relationships, it’s about recognizing kinship

 The sense of kinship in a couple is what keeps us 

together, and its lack is what splits us up

 Deirdre and Patrick are facing that question: are they 

kin to each other?

Kindness and 

Kinship



 When we see someone as kin, we tend to assume good 

will, and interpret their actions through that filter

 Gottman (quoting Weiss): “positive sentiment override”

 Compare law enforcement reactions to the (mostly) 

white Trumpist insurrectionists on 1/6/21 with reactions 

to BLM protests

 Assuming good will means we tend to interpret anger 

as expressions of pain, rather than hostility, and 

respond with care, rather than defensiveness

The 

Assumption of 

Good Will



What You Assume 

Changes What Happens

 The assumption of good will is a perceptual bias

 It’s not always accurate; it’s just more generous

 If your partner really does mean you ill, 
assuming good will can be dangerous

 But assuming good will isn’t just about reading 
your partner accurately; rather, what you 
assume shapes your response, which affects 
what happens next

 What you assume tends to be self-reinforcing

 If you assume ill will and respond with 
hostility, your partner’s response will tend 
to confirm your assumption

 And similarly if you assume good will



How Can Love 

Survive?
What do couples need to keep their sense 

of kinship and the assumption of good will 

alive and well?



Two Couples

Tara and 
Trey

Doris 
and Ken



Tara and Trey, 

first session video



Doris and Ken, 

first session video



The Two Golden 

Gifts
 The sense of kinship requires that 

two sets of needs be adequately 

fulfilled—the “two golden gifts”

 Stability

 Intimacy



Stability

 Tara and Trey’s main issue: stability

 Stability in a relationship feels—well, stable!

 The skills of stability are about lowering or avoiding anxiety

 You act in ways that build confidence in each other and in the relationship

 You don’t cheat, or intimidate

 You show up (usually) when expected

 You learn each other’s sore points, and try to avoid them



The Key to Stability

 The chief skill of stability is not freaking out…

 …even when you’re frustrated, angry, scared, or lonely

 It’s about doing what’s right, rather than what you feel like

 An old-fashioned word for this is character



Character and Therapy

 Cf. character and authentic self

 Therapy usually celebrates and fosters the authentic self: be who you 

are, get in touch with your true feelings, self-actualize

 Except with children and other mandated clients, who are sent to therapy 

to be fixed

 The idea of character reflects a view that sometimes, our authentic 

self is a bad actor, and needs to be channeled towards good

 Stability requires character



Stability Isn’t Sufficient

 Stability is a need: without it, we’re constantly

in a state of near-panic

 But stability isn’t sufficient for a couple to thrive



Doris and Ken, 

second session video



Intimacy

 Doris and Ken’s issue is intimacy:

 Bring emotionally present and honest with someone else doing the 

same

 The skills of intimacy aren’t about lowering or avoiding anxiety; 

they’re about tolerating anxiety

 You’re willing to raise your own and your partner’s anxiety if 

something is important enough

 You’re able to hear your partner’s concerns even—especially—when 

they challenge your own values and expectations

 You’re willing to displease your partner, not out of malice, but out 

of self-respect



 Intimacy, like stability, is a need

 If not sufficiently fulfilled, an 

organism gets sick

 Stability provides roots

 But intimacy provides the energy for 

growth

Intimacy is a 

Need



We Need Both

 Both stability and intimacy are needs, not 

just desires; if they’re not adequately 

fulfilled, something feels sick in the 

relationship

 Both require that we deal with anxiety 

without panic

 Hence…don’t panic (part II)



Questions

/Reflections



Don’t Panic

Part II



Panic, Good and Bad

Panic is a necessary 
survival function

When we panic, big 
chunks of cerebral 
cortex go offline

“What an interesting 
saber-toothed tiger!” 
just wouldn’t work

Our higher-level 
mechanisms of 
anxiety—e.g., 

worry—are based 
on the same 
physiology

So when our 
partner is annoyed, 

it can feel like 
we’re about to get 

devoured



 The potential loss of an important 

relationship feels dangerous

 When we go limbic, whole chunks of 

cerebral cortex get less active

Can’t think

Can’t listen/understand

 In an important relationship, we’re 

tuned into each other

 My panic can trigger yours, which 

reinforces mine, and on and on…

Panic and 

Relationships



 Stability requires that we learn to lower 

or avoid anxiety

 We learn to let things go

 We learn to avoid pushing our 

partner’s buttons

 We learn to calm ourselves

 Many therapy techniques are focused on 

self-calming

 CBT, Mindfulness, etc.

 Anger management techniques

Lowering vs.

Tolerating 

Anxiety



 Intimacy requires that we tolerate

anxiety

 Sometimes intimacy requires that we 

risk raising our own and our partner’s 

anxiety

 But raising anxiety can threaten stability

Lowering vs.

Tolerating 

Anxiety 
(continued)



 We need both stability and intimacy

 As a stable relationship becomes more and more 

important (Get married! Have kids! Buy a house!), 

many couples tend to avoid rocking the boat

 This can lead them to avoid raising anxiety—e.g.:

 They avoid knowing what’s bothering them—why think 

about it?

 They avoid bringing up what’s bothering them—why risk 

a fight?

 They avoid bringing up their fantasies, dreams, and 

desires, sexually or otherwise—keep to what’s 

comfortable

 In other words, they shut down intimacy

The Death 

Spiral for 

Passion



Fire and Ice
(Robert Frost, 1920)

Some say the world will end in fire,

Some say in ice.

From what I’ve tasted of desire

I hold with those who favor fire.

But if it had to perish twice,

I think I know enough of hate

To say that for destruction ice

Is also great

And would suffice.

Fight all the time about (seemingly)

nothing

Avoid speaking about important

differences



What 

Happened to 

the Spark?

 Remember Dierdre and Patrick?

 She’s constantly irritated with him, 

doesn’t know why

 He can’t seem to do anything right in 

her eyes

 They used to seem so right for each 

other

 What happened to the spark?



Deirdre and Patrick, 

third session video



 What we get upset about reflects what we’re 
assuming—often without knowing it

 Patrick was (apparently) assuming that if Deirdre 
turned him down for sex, she was denying him 
something he was entitled to

 If not, he might have been disappointed, but not 
angry at her

 Deirdre was (apparently) assuming that she had to 
provide sex for Patrick if he asked, whether or not she 
felt like it

 If not, she would have acted on her own feelings

 Until Deirdre realized what was happening, neither of 
them would have said that a wife is obligated to 
comply with her husband’s wishes without considering 
her own preferences—but their assumptions were 
operating anyway

 Assumptions such as these are the stuff of patriarchy, 
sexism, racism, etc.

Becoming 

Aware of 

Assumptions



Deirdre and Patrick, 

fifth session video



Trauma and 

Relationships

 To get out of the death spiral for passion, couples have 

to learn to tolerate the anxiety necessary to risk 

intimacy even when it feels destabilizing

 To tolerate anxiety without panic means staying 

emotionally present even when it’s scary

 Unhealed trauma can be a major impediment to that 

ability

 Therapy to heal trauma is often a crucial 

accompaniment to couples therapy



Getting Hold of 

Yourself

 Even if you’re healed from 

trauma, or haven’t experienced 

serious trauma, stability and 

intimacy require that you learn to 

deal with anxiety without 

dissolving into panic

 In other words, you need to get 

hold of yourself

 It’s a skill that can be learned

and practiced

 But how?



Tolerating Being Out of Sync

 Getting out of sync—someone getting hurt, or angry, or just 
preoccupied—is a normal occurrence in a couple

 If getting out of sync itself pushes either partner to panic, 
which triggers the other partner’s panic, the situation can spiral 
out of control

 If even one of the couple manages to avoid panic, the system 
stabilizes

 Tolerating being out of sync—i.e., getting hold of yourself even 
when your partner is upset—is a key skill

 What gets in the way?



Shame and Guilt

 Shame: the feeling that you’re an unlovable person, and 

deserve to be shunned

 Guilt: the feeling that you’ve done something wrong, and 

deserve to be held accountable

 Both are important

 Without guilt, we would have no morality

 Without shame, we would have no cultural norms

 But…



Shame and Guilt (continued)

 Someone motivated by the threat of shame is concerned with how others 
judge their behavior

 To allow accountability, or to admit error, is to risk annihilation

 Too much shame makes it impossible to tolerate the anxiety of being out of 
sync in a relationship

 Someone motivated by the threat of guilt is concerned with right and 
wrong, regardless of popularity—i.e., a moral compass

 A moral compass implies that you accept that you could be wrong—you don’t 
make up the rules yourself

 A moral compass also implies that we’re all imperfect, make mistakes 
sometimes, and are worthy of forgiveness and restored dignity

 Getting hold of yourself in a relationship means being motivated more by 
the threat of guilt than the threat of shame



Stella and Peter, 

first session video



Getting to the Right Argument

 Couples often fight about anything and everything except what they’re 
really scared about

 Fighting about trivia is painful, but not as painful as facing the difference that 
scares them

 To get to the right argument means tolerating the anxiety of intimacy: 
being emotionally honest with yourself and each other

 It’s not always obvious what the right argument is, but you can tell when 
you get there:

 You stop squabbling, because you’re not in a panic, even though it’s still scary

 You recognize your partner’s predicament too; when you’re not in a panic, 
empathy becomes possible

 Getting to the right argument doesn’t solve the problem! But it makes it 
possible to face it



Stella and Peter,

third session video



 Shutting down intimacy leads (often) to 

disaster in a relationship

 How can we tolerate the anxiety of 

intimacy, without risking panic?

 The solution: Have faith (part III)

Tolerating 

Anxiety



Questions

/Reflections



And Have Faith

Part III



Why Faith?

WHY IS A PSYCHOLOGIST 
TALKING ABOUT FAITH?

FAITH IS THE ANTIDOTE 
TO PANIC!



What is Faith?
 Faith is when you accept that 

reality is right to be what it is

 Defined this way, faith is not:

 Belief in God, or a particular religion or 

value system

 Blind confidence that everything will be 

okay



What is Faith? 

(continued)

 Faith is not a set of beliefs; it’s a 

skill

 Religious people can be people of 

faith, or not

 People of faith can be religious, or 

not

 You acquire faith, like any other 

skill, by practicing it



 Faith means you accept the rightness of 

reality

 Part of reality is that we are limited in 

our knowledge and understanding—in 

religious terms, we aren’t God

 Fundamentalism—i.e., dogmatic 

certainty that a particular set of beliefs 

exclusively contains truth—denies that 

reality

 Fundamentalism is the opposite of faith

Faith Versus 

Fundamentalism



 Faith means you accept the rightness of 
reality

 Part of that reality is that each of us is a 
participant in it—there’s no 
not-participating!

 Dreary resignation isn’t faith—it’s just 
denying the reality that what we do (or 
don’t do) matters

 Faith is a check on the arrogance of 
fundamentalism, and the despair of 
resignation

Faith Versus 

Resignation



 Accepting the rightness of reality means 

accepting that even painful events—

even morally wrong choices—have a 

basis in something important

 Recall Doris and Ken (Doris was sexting 

with an old boyfriend)

 Introducing Millie and John

Faith in Couple 

Relationships



Millie and John, 

first session video



Doris and Ken, 

fourth session video



 Doris and Ken manifested faith

 They recognized that what Doris did was 

meaningful, painful as it was

 Millie and John did not manifest faith

 They couldn’t find meaning in what Millie 

did

Faith in Couple 

Relationships 
(continued)



How Do You Develop Faith?

 Faith isn’t what you believe—it’s how you believe

 Faith isn’t a particular set of beliefs; it’s an orientation to life

 Faith isn’t a knowledge; it’s a skill

 Like any skill, you develop faith by practicing it

 Like any skill, it helps to find teachers

 Religious traditions can offer a path to faith (but beware of fundamentalism)

 Tip: try your own first! You already speak its language

 Therapists and other healers can offer a path to faith, even though they may not 
use the term

 But beware of fundamentalism in healing settings, which manifests as reducing 
experiences to symptoms, and refusing to see meaning in suffering



Forgiveness

 Forgiveness means letting go of resentment, anger, thoughts 
of revenge—letting go of the pain—you’ve been carrying 
since someone hurt you

 Forgiveness is not:

 Absolving someone of responsibility for what they did

 Deciding that it wasn’t so bad after all

 Forgetting

 Forgiving someone does not imply that you’ll trust them, or 
stay in relationship with them

 You can forgive someone you don’t trust at all

 You can forgive someone who hasn’t accepted responsibility



Forgiveness and Faith

 Why forgive, if forgiveness doesn’t absolve the 

offender, repair the relationship, or signify trust?

 Forgiveness is an act of faith

 In forgiving, you recognize that what happened is part of 

a bigger picture; you stop insisting that reality be 

different from what it is

 Like faith, forgiveness allows you to process painful 

events without panic—it’s a form of tolerating anxiety

 Forgiveness is about you, not whoever hurt you 



What If You’re Not

Ready to Forgive?

 You might not be ready to forgive if:

 You’re still being hurt in the relationship (you need the anger 
to motivate change)

 You’re dealing with unhealed trauma (it feels like you’re still 
being hurt); anger towards an abuser is an important step in 
healing

 You’re the only one who can determine if you’re ready

 Family, friends, therapists, clergy may preach forgiveness, but 
only you can decide if you’re ready

 The person who hurt you wants forgiveness, but that doesn’t 
mean you’re ready



Forgiveness 

and Intimacy
John and 

Millie
Doris 

and Ken



Millie and John, 

third session video



Doris and Ken,

sixth session video



Go and Learn

Part IV



The Seven 

Words in 

Practice

 Healing a couple

 Why get married?

 Sex, good sex, and sacred sex

 Infidelity

 How to know when to call it quits



Why Get Married?

 Comes up in couples therapy when one 

wants to, and the other doesn’t

 Many of the old reasons to get married 

no longer apply

 So it’s okay to have sex

 So it’s okay to live together

 So it’s okay to buy a house together

 So it’s okay to have a child

 So you don’t get shot by an angry 

father



 To guarantee commitment and a lasting relationship?

 Divorce rate for first marriages is in the 40+% range

 To guarantee fidelity?

 Hardly!

 To reduce conflict?

 If anything, raising the stakes makes conflict more 

likely, not less

 To take “the next step”?

 It could end up being a nasty stumble

 Because you love each other deeply and want to be 

together?

 Well, you don’t have to be married for that

Some Bad 

Reasons to

Get Married



So Why Should You

Get Married?

 Get married when:

 You realize marriage isn’t primarily about you, your partner, 

or even your love for each other; AND

 You realize that marriage is a commitment to something 

outside of you that you don’t get to define; AND

 You want to accept that commitment as part of your identity, 

not just a contractual obligation

 Marriage is a covenant, not just a contract

 Contracts are agreements based on mutual benefit

 Covenants are commitments built into your sense of self



 Marriage is a source of anxiety for many (most?) 

people

 What if you’ve made a lifetime commitment to 

the wrong person?

 See Alain de Botton, “Why You Will Marry The 

Wrong Person” – NY Times, 5/28/16:

”Choosing whom to commit ourselves to is merely a 

case of identifying which particular variety of 

suffering we would most like to sacrifice ourselves 

for.”

 What if we have to go through the pain of divorce?

 Avoiding that anxiety is why many people in 

committed relationships avoid marriage—it feels 

destabilizing

 But tolerating that anxiety would be worth it if it 

leads to greater intimacy

 How might marriage allow for greater intimacy?

Marriage, 

Anxiety, and

Stability



 If marriage is experienced only as a set of restrictions, 

it doesn’t facilitate intimacy—it just invites panic

 But marriage also makes you part of another, larger 

organism—the married couple—that is greater than 

the sum of its parts

 The couple—like any higher-level system—can be seen 

to function as a living organism, interacting intimately 

with its environment

 Choosing to be part of a higher-level system means 

giving up some individual autonomy, but you then 

experience intimacy both as an individual and as part 

of the system

 E.g.: When you marry, you’re now part of another family

 That higher-level intimacy can be both transcendent 

and terrifying! 

 If that turns you on, rather than scaring you to death, 

get married!

Marriage and 

Intimacy



Sex, Good Sex,

and Sacred Sex

 Sexual issues are common in couples therapy—especially if you ask 

about it!

 Sexual desire and relationships are complex

 Physiological factors

 Psychological factors

 Relational factors

 Cultural factors

 And they all interact!

 Our focus in therapy (and in this course) is mostly on relational factors



Plain Old Sex
 Plain old sex: pretty much what you think it is

 Not just intercourse! Includes sex by yourself as well as with others

 Requires basic understanding of

 Anatomy: What’s where

 Physiology: What does what

 In terms of relationships, plain old sex requires stability skills

 Recall that the chief skill of stability is to be able to lower or avoid anxiety

 Unhealed trauma—especially sexual trauma—can make plain old sex impossible or 
retraumatizing

 Questions to ask:

 Are you comfortable giving pleasure to yourself?

 Are you comfortable receiving pleasure from a partner?

 Are you able to say no to a partner?

 Are you comfortable giving pleasure to a partner?

 Can you share sexual pleasure with someone you love, or does it have to be with 
someone you’re not too bonded with?



Good Sex
 Plain old sex is a physical way of connecting; good sex is a physical 

way of connecting intimately

 Plain old sex requires stability skills

 Good sex requires those, plus intimacy skills

 Not just a way of experiencing pleasure; like all forms of intimacy, good sex 
helps you become more of who you are—it’s about growth

 Like all forms of intimacy, good sex requires tolerating anxiety, not 
avoiding it

 Willingness to take risks: share fantasies, let yourself and your partner 
know what you do or don’t want, and be open to your partner doing the 
same

 Willingness to expand your skill set past the predictable and comfortable

 Ability to recognize differences between you and your partner without 
panic

 Ability to say no to your partner, and accept your partner’s no, with grace 
and compassion rather than resentment and recrimination



 Plain old sex: a physical way of connecting

 Good sex: a physical way of connecting intimately

 So what is sacred sex?

 “Sacred” means set apart, dedicated to a higher 
purpose

 Sacred sex: Good sex that is elevated, dedicated to 
something beyond ordinary connection

 Any activity can be sacred, but sex is particularly 
suited to sacredness

 The forces involved are awe-inspiring, inviting 
awareness of power greater than yourself

 Opening yourself to the experience of sacred sex is 
more about sacredness than about sex

 The key to experiencing sacredness is faith: accepting 
the rightness of reality

 Faith can transform terror into awe, anxiety into 
acceptance, and despair into determination

Sacred Sex



 Rabbi Simcha Bunim of Peshischa:

 Everyone should carry around two slips of paper

 When you’re depressed, pull out the slip that 
says, “The universe was created for my sake”

 When you’re feeling arrogant and full of yourself, 
pull out the slip that says, “I am but dust and 
ashes”

 Sacred sex invites us to experience these two truths 
simultaneously

 We are physical beings—dust and ashes—driven by 
powerful forces

 We are capable of self-awareness, which lets us 
feel awe at our place in the universe

 More than just satisfying a physical urge, sex can be a 
source of connection, intimacy, and meaning

Sacred Sex 
(continued)



Infidelity

 Very common; prevalence rates depend on 
how you define it

 General Social Survey from NORC: 20% 
of men and 13% of women report 
having had sex with someone besides 
their spouse while they are married

 Truth About Deception: 30-60% of 
married individuals in the US will 
engage in infidelity at some point 
during their marriage

 Esther Perel (The State of Affairs): 26-
70% for women, 33-75% for men

 Very common in couples therapy; often, 
though not always, a precipitating event 
that gets them into therapy

 My rough guess in my own practice: About a 
third of the couples I see are dealing with 
infidelity



What Does Healing Look Like?

 Infidelity (especially its discovery) is traumatic for each partner and for the couple 

as a whole

 Healing from infidelity is a subset of the general idea of healing from trauma

 When you’ve healed from trauma:

 You can be reminded of the event without going into panic

 You can incorporate the event into your life story—you don’t have to dissociate from it

 You can find meaning in your suffering and your survival

 The same is true for a couple

 Healing from trauma in a couple implies forgiveness

 Forgiveness doesn’t mean the relationship will continue; it means the couple is freed 

from anger and recrimination



Five Guidelines for Healing

from Infidelity

1. Check your assumptions

2. You don’t need all the details

3. Monitoring your partner won’t help 

you build trust

4. Be your best self, not your worst

5. Forgiveness is up to you



1. Check Your Assumptions

 What is infidelity, anyway?

 Does it have to be sexual? What about emotional affairs? What about violations of 

trust in open/polyamorous relationships? Is looking at porn cheating? Is 

masturbation cheating?

 It’s not always clear that the couple agrees on this

 Check your own assumptions as a therapist (e.g., heteronormativity)

 These ideas can change over time

 There are degrees of betrayal

 There’s (almost) always a relational component

 If you’ve been cheated on, you’re not morally responsible for your partner’s 

violations; but…

 …You’re still part of the story of how your relationship got to where it is

 If you’re the one who cheated, your partner doesn’t owe you forgiveness



2. You Don’t Need All the Details

 If you’re the one who was cheated on, you might be tempted to dig obsessively for 
details of what your partner did

 You do need to know that your suspicions (if you had any) were essentially 
accurate—that you weren’t crazy (especially if your partner was lying to you 
and/or gaslighting you)

 Lying: Near universal in infidelity; a mixture of wanting to avoid the consequences of 
being busted, and some sincere desire to avoid hurting you

 Gaslighting: In the sense of deliberately trying to make you feel crazy; less common (the 
term is often misused as a synonym for lying)

 Being lied to can indeed make you feel crazy, but it’s a different problem from being 
gaslighted; if you’re being gaslighted, get out!

 But once your partner has admitted betraying you by cheating, your desire to 
know more and more details just keeps you from accepting the reality that you’ve 
been hurt

 Much of our mind has no concept of time; we just keep hoping that if we ask the right 
question, it will make the whole thing into a bad dream

 If you know your partner had sex with someone else, you don’t need to know what 
positions they used



3. Monitoring Your Partner

Won’t Help You Build Trust

 If your partner still wants to cheat, they can, no matter how much you 

monitor their iPhone

 Making yourself their probation officer is no basis for an intimate relationship

 No matter how much you monitor, you’ll still have to decide if the infidelity 

was part of something the two of you can fix, or if you need to split up

 The main person you need to learn to trust is yourself—not that you can ever 

be certain that you won’t be hurt like that again, but that you could handle it 

if it happened



4. Be Your Best Self, Not Your Worst

 If you’re the one who has been cheated on, you might be tempted to punish 

the offending partner

 Your anger is justified, but you’re still responsible for how you handle it—i.e., 

do what’s right, not how you feel (also known as character)

 Your partner is not the embodiment of evil, and you’re not the embodiment 

of good



5. Forgiveness is Up to You

 You’ll be better off when you can forgive your partner

 You’ll be free of the weight of anger, resentment, and bitterness

 You’ll be able to carry on the relationship—whether as a couple, as co-parents, or 

in any other way—without constant pain and anxiety

 But…

 You’re the only one who can decide when you’re ready to forgive

 If you’re still being hurt—e.g., if your partner continues to deny or minimize 

what they did—the anger you feel is a necessary part of your coping, and 

trying to suppress it won’t work

 If you’re dealing with unhealed trauma from earlier relationships, and are 

being triggered by the current situation, you won’t be able to forgive unless 

you can heal from the trauma



How Do You 
Know When

To Call It Quits?



Deal-Breakers vs. Growing Pains

 Deal-breakers: Unless someone changes their mind, there’s no solution except to 
split up

 One wants to have a child, and other doesn’t

 Each wants to live near their own family, the families on opposite coasts

 One wants to live in the country, the other in the city

 If it’s a deal-breaker—well, break the deal

 If an issue is not a deal-breaker, then it’s a growing pain

 We used to have a warm connection—where did it go?

 Seemingly endless conflict and hostility

 Some kind of betrayal (e.g., infidelity)

 Growing pains might turn out to be deal-breakers, but (at least in theory) are 
amenable to solution if the couple grows in their ability to handle them



Three Guidelines for Growing Pains

1. Don’t break up too soon

2. Get hold of yourself

3. Get to the right argument



1. Don’t Break Up Too Soon

 What’s too soon? Only you can say, but…

 Don’t break up in a panic—unless you’re in danger, which is what panic is for

 Assuming you’re not in danger, if you break up before you learn what you need to 
learn, you’ll probably have to go through the same thing with someone else

 Don’t break up to be with someone else you’re having an affair with

 Yes, I know of exceptions to this where it’s worked fine

 Generally it’s a bad bet; if you want both stability and intimacy, you won’t usually 
find it with an affair partner

 You’ve been avoiding stability with the affair partner, and intimacy with your 
actual partner

 Don’t break up just because you can’t tolerate the uncertainty…

 At least, not right away



2. Get Hold of Yourself

 Getting hold of yourself means tolerating anxiety, not avoiding it

 It lets you get past anger and resentment so you can act responsibly and 

accountably, whether you stay together or not

 Being able to be out of sync with your partner without going into panic is a 

necessary relationship skill

 This might be a good time to review Part II of this course!



3. Get to the Right Argument

 Getting hold of yourself is what allows you to get to the right argument: the 

difference that’s scaring you

 You can tell when you get there, because the couples stops squabbling and 

faces the difference without panic

 Getting to the right argument doesn’t solve the problem—but it makes it 

possible to solve



The Three Guidelines and

the Seven Words

The Three Guidelines The Seven Words

Don’t break up too soon

Get hold of yourself

Get to the right argument

Be kind

Don’t panic

And have faith



The Seven 

Words in 

Practice

 Healing a nation

 Can we recognize our common kinship?

 Can we avoid panic and mob mentality?

 Can we find acceptance of the essential rightness of our 

diversity?



 Dierdre and Patrick

 Tara and Trey

 Doris and Ken

 Peter and Stella

 John and Millie

 Did they stay together, or split up?

 Choose your own ending—or better yet, see both for 

each couple!

 Videos are at brucechalmer.com/nasw-3-5-21/

What 

Happened to 

the Couples?

https://brucechalmer.com/nasw-3-5-21/


brucechalmer.com/podcast
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